















　No one doubt that the term “Peacebuilding", along with preventive diplomacy, has
now become one of most popular words among the students ofinternational relations,
international politics and international law since then Secretary-General of the
United Nations （ＵＮ），ＢｏｕtｒｏsBoutros-Ghali “invented" the word in his well-known
report, "An Agenda for Peace" in 1992. There are many academic publications dealing
with peacebuilding, while the publicists rather tend to argue this topic from the view
point of“ｅχpansion" or“mutli-functionalization" of the UN peacekeeping operations.
　This article examines the relationship between peacebuilding and the existing
positive　international　law, taking　the　legal　nature　of the　Coalition　Provisional
Authority （CPA）, composed of the United States and the United Kingdom, in Iraq and
（in-）applicability　of International　Humanitarian　Law （IHL）, especially　law　of
occupation. As conclusion, it was pointed out that law of occupation should or could
be applied to the situation where the territory is administered by the foreign, or even
UN-authorized, authority depending on circumstances.
　At the same time, compatibility of peacebuilding within the ｅχistingframework of
international law should be carefully ｅχamined thoroughly. For doing so, basic norms
and principles like human rights, self-determination and non-use of force must be
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